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Departmental Accomplishments of 1994-2002

1. Production Dollars Exceed Expectations During Morial Administration

Production totals for film, video and other creative projects on location
benefitted from tremendous support of the Morial Administration, exceeding
every expectation as Commission worked to enhance the general production
environment and reach out to all aspects of the industry through showcases,
improved services and production incentives, as well as aggressive marketing
initiatives. Note estimated production totals below:

YEAR PRODUCTION TOTALECONOMIC IMPACT
1994 @ $ 37 Million in Direct Spending @ $111 Million Dollars
1995 @ $ 33 Million in Direct Spending @ $ 99 Million Dollars
1996 @ $ 71 Million in Direct Spending @ $213 Million Dollars
In 1996, two television series were on location in New Orleans: “The Big 
Easy” for the USA Network and “Orleans” for CBS, resulting in a record-
breaking year.

1997 @ $ 50 Million in Direct Spending @ $150 Million Dollars
1998 @ $ 55 Million in Direct Spending @ $165 Million Dollars
In 1998, $10 billion in US production dollars was lost to Canada, beginning
a tremendous drop in domestic production.

1999 @ $ 35.2 Million in Direct Spending @ $117.9 Million Dollars
2000 @ $ 36 Million in Direct Spending @ $120.6 Million Dollars
2001 @ $ 37 Million in Direct Spending @ $123.95 Million Dollars
2002,
As of 2/18 @ $11 Million in Direct Spending @ $ 36.85 Million Dollars
TOTAL @ $365.2 Million in Direct Spending @ $1,223,420,000 Dollars!!!

Annual Estimated Average = $40.6 Million Dollars in Direct Expenditures or
Estimated Economic Impact of $136 Million Dollars

1990-1998 Figures Employ a Multiplier of Three to Quantify Economic Impact which was
Standard Practice for Film & Video Offices/Commissions

1999-2000 Figures Employ New Multiplier as US Bureau of Economic Analysis Released New Multipliers to Quantify
Economic Impact of Productions on Locations -- 3.1 on Wages and Salaries; and 3.6 on Goods and Services (See

DGA/SAG Commissioned Study, 6/25/99, pgs. 11-12).
Film & Video Offices/Commissions Now Utilize an Average of Those Numbers (3.35) as a

Multiplier to Gauge Economic Impact.

New Orleans continues to receive the lion’s share of  production in the State of Louisiana.
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By comparison, if you include production totals from 1990 to the start of the Morial
Administration in 1994, annual estimated average in direct expenditures was $ 34.9 Million Dollars
vs. $40.6 during Morial’s tenure.  

These totals represent literally thousands of production projects –everything from major
motion pictures to still photography shoots–which have been directly assisted by the Commission
office/staff. These were banner years for production and New Orleans being recognized as a center for
production business. Special events like Mardi Gras also saw growth from production interests.

2. Record Breaking Year in Production Achieved with First TV Series in Decades

In 1996, after a tremendous year marketing New Orleans to the industry and reaching out to
producers in Los Angeles via participation in a major Oscar Night event, New Orleans hosted the first
two series on location full-time since the 1970's.  “The Big Easy” for the USA Network shot one-and
half seasons; and CBS’ “Orleans” completed a pilot and six episodes.   This resulted in a record-
breaking year for New Orleans and of course, the State of Louisiana. It also attracted additional pilots
and long-form programs (i.e., a week-long Fox Network promotion for Mardi Gras) which shattered
our previous years of production.

Since that time, we have enjoyed other series on location for the long-haul, such as
Showtime’s “The Red Shoe Diaries” (multiple episodes), the syndicated “America’s Most Wanted” 
(10 shows including a Super Bowl 2002 Special); CBS’s “The Fugitive” (for a two-part episode in
2000), Showtime’s “Going to California” (for four episodes in 2001) and BET’s “ComicView” (for 22 
episodes in 2001 and a Super Bowl return in 2002). Other channels/networks have also consistently
been drawn to New Orleans such as the Playboy Channel and MTV.

3. “The Hunchback of Notre Dame”/Disney Premiere and Special Activities

This international event provided immeasurable media opportunities, exposure to decision-
makers in one of the world’s largest entertainment companies, a major showcase for our City and 
tested our coordination expertise. This was one of the first major events that captured the essence of
New Orleans as a family destination. From a Disney parade, accented with New Orleans flair, to a
multi-media experience at the premiere in the Superdome, to unforgettable performances by local and
national musicians, this was a tremendous success that cemented a winning relationship with Disney,
Buena Vista Television and key executives at the Disney Studios.

It is also an example of the type of effort we placed in being involved in industry-related
facilities and projects, such as activities at  Planet Hollywood ,  the Fashion Café’, helping to 
coordinate the 2002 Fox Field for Superbowl, supporting the Black Cinema Café’, etc.   We have co-
hosted movie premieres and squired Hollywood stars such as Billy Dee Williams, Jada Pinkett Smith,
Tim Reid and others in an effort to introduce our market to them. This activities helped us further
carve our identity as a good place to do film business and our reputation as excellent special events
coordinators.
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4. “MTV Real World” Comes to New Orleans

MTV’s top rated reality-based television series “Real World” selected New Orleans 
over Chicagofor the 2000 series.  Produced by Bunin/Murray Productions, “Real World” is 
the highest rated show in MTV history. New Orleans was delighted to serve as the site of
the show’s ninth season (January-May 2000).

The program chronicles the lives of seven young people (ages 18-22), selected after
a nationwide search to reside in an idyllic locale in a home that is the envy of MTV viewers.
The cast’s comings and goings, their home life and workplaces, were broadcast in an edited 
documentary-style 22-part series. Many City agencies, under the direction of the
Commission, met the challenges of this project –from set construction (the apartment is
temporary) through the multiple crews covering the cast on various locations, including Mardi
Gras and Jazz Fest. At our suggestion, the cast also worked together (a show requirement)
at WVUE-TV’s Access Studios –producing a weekly show that further showcased our City.

Based out of a “cinematically” restored St. Charles Avenue mansion, the show 
reached more than one billion viewers in 41 countries –airing 5-7 times per week for six
months around the world on MTV network channels. The shows remain in reruns, including
marathons which air a whole season in one day of continuous programming. On the
average, any “Real World” season is broadcast at least eight times providing multi-million
dollars worth of promotion for the host city which functions as a “postcard” backdrop to the 
lives of the cast.  Obviously, cities throughout the world vie for the producers’ attention and
subsequent exposure. Our selection was a real coup and helped enhance our already
positive relationship with MTV. MTV has consistently returned to our market to shoot
remotes for MTV series, news features, etc.

We continue to receive calls from people of every age seeking out the house. Also,
the show generated calls from other producers who had a weekly view at New Orleans and
continue to marvel at the diversity of locations our City offers.

5. Ken Burns Acclaimed “Jazz” 10-Part Series Highlights New Orleans

When Ken Burns first came to town he wasn’t positive that New Orleans was the 
birthplace of Jazz nor was he planning on dedicating too much documentary time to New
Orleans’ role in jazz’ evolution.  Through a major joint marketingeffort, and education
process, the Film and Music Commissions met with Burns and his staff helping them to
better realize New Orleans rightful mantle as the site where this wonderful music was
created. This resulted in increased screen time for our City in the formidable 10-part PBS
series and new respect for our culture world-wide. This project received far more than just
logistical assistance–we helped with research, contacts and scene suggestions.
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6. Oscar Events in Hollywood Shines National Spotlight on New Orleans

Our Commission co-hosted an unprecedented Oscar Night Event in Los Angeles in 1995
which garnered approximately $1.5 million in press coverage and was attended by close to 1,000
industry decision-makers. This event -- sponsored by the Los Angeles chapter of Women In Film --
was a unique showcase for our city’s offerings to producers, our music, food and tourist attractions.  It 
also allowed “New Orleans” to be the only city outside of Los Angeles/Hollywood mentioned
prominently on the most important night for the international motion picture industry. We feel it
was a major factor in our record-breaking 1996 production year.

In 1996, we hosted a local Oscar Night Event which celebrated a record five nominations
for projects with direct ties to our City -- “Dead Man Walking” and “The Living Seas” (IMAX 
presentation partially funded by the Audubon Institute). It also served as a successful membership
drive for the New Orleans Film and Video Society.

7. New Year’s Eve Event Developed into Signature Annual Activity with Consistent National 
Coverage

Along with the Music and Entertainment Commission, our office co-produces the
City’s annual New Year’s Eve Celebration billed as one of the largest New Year’s Street 
Parties in the World complete with a New York-style ball drop, live concert featuring top local
talent, and capped by fireworks on the River courtesy of local businesses. What was
developed to take advantage of VH-1 doing a live New Year’s Eve broadcast from New 
Orleans, has evolved into a signature event that hoteliers have admitted draw a major
audience/visitors of its own.

The 1998 Year Kick-Off Event attracted an estimated 45,000 people; 1999 festivities
attracted 65,000 persons; 2000 and 2001 events attracted 150,000 people; and the 2002
ball drop and outdoor street concert/party attracted 125,000 people. Festivities have been
covered by television networks, cable channels and television affiliates. This also tied in
nicely with the City’s multi-year celebration as we counted down to the New Millennium, an
effort led by the Mayor and coordinated primarily by the Music Commission with our support.

8. Millennium Activities Garner International Coverage

Ringing in the New Millennium was an outstanding effort that included day and night
activities, including a Jazz Mass, second-line to bury the preceding Millennium, major
coverage by every network and a number of overseas broadcasters, print journalists, and a
block-buster New Year’s Eve concert.  Footage aired in every large-scale network
Millennium special–including increased coverage by CNN and ABC. It introduced our New
Year’s Eve celebration to the world and created a great deal of “buzz” that helped New 
Year’s Eve develop into a true tourist draw apart from the Sugar Bowl. 
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9. New Orleans Leads Nation’s Cities in Addressing Runaway Production

Through our Commission’s suggestion and under the able leadership of Mayor 
Morial, the United States Conference of Mayors developed a Film and Video Task Force to
explore legislative vehicles, incentives and good practices which could make the United
States more competitive for production dollars.

While a planned summit never took place, this initiative helped unite film
commissions and offices, as well as placed our community at the forefront with major
industry associations and professional entities ( i.e. the Director’s Guild of America, the 
Producer’s Guild of America, the Entertainment Alliance, the Screen Actors Guild, etc.) also 
addressing the same issues. As a result, there is a wage tax credit bill drafted by the DGA
being reviewed by Congress with key support from our Congressional delegation; and
dialogue has opened on the issue of billions of dollars and jobs lost to Canada, New
Zealand, Australia and other nations which subsidize the industry and undercut US labor
costs.

10. Mardi Gras Coverage Increased and Access Enhanced

Mardi Gras production crews number in the hundreds and a concerted effort was
made to offer the Police Department input on credentialing crews –which one year was
handled by our two-person office –as well as working with Property Management to
construct a more feasible media platform across from Gallier Hall. The new platform can
accommodate talent and equipment on two levels. This has encouraged producers and
networks, including the Travel Channel, NHK (from Japan) and the BBC, to cover Carnival
from Gallier Hall.

Additionally, we have reached out to a host of other affiliates and production teams,
encouraging MTV, feature films and others to not shy away from the celebration but to enjoy
the party. Consequently, Mardi Gras coverage has increased and the type of coverage
improved. In fact, the Fox Network launched a special Mardi Gras initiative by shooting
Mardi Gras footage to be used as interstitials between all prime time programs for the week
leading up to Mardi Gras in 1999.

The success of Mardi Gras coverage is also symbolic of our success in
accommodating crews for special events with ease. For example, we provide key logistical
support for hundreds of crews on location during special events such as the National
Association of Television Program Executives; Super Bowl; Essence Music Festival;
National Cable Television Association; New Year’s Eve; New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival; etc.

11. Collaborations with Music and Entertainment Commission Help Successfully Solicit and
Support Major Events and Conventions–Synergy at Work in MOTAE

The Commission has supported and assisted with a host of cultural and entertainment
activities which have originated and/or been coordinated by the Music and Entertainment



Commission  of New  Orleans  or the Mayor’s Office of Tourism and Arts.   
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These projects have included the annual Louis “Satchmo” Armstrong Jazz Camp; the 
successful ESSENCE Music Festival; the launch of the Louis Armstrong Stamp; the Olympic Torch
Relays; the PUSH Economic Summit; the City’s Birthday Concert; and many others.We have lent
our marketing and video expertise to these efforts, as well as public relations skills.

12. Economic Summit Coordination is Successful

In response to the September 11th tragedy and its impact on the local economy, my
office helped coordinate a very successful economic summit – including individual
invitations – which involved a standing-room only crowd of government leaders,
professionals, educators, business leaders and civic representatives. More than 300
persons attended the session which garnered impressive media coverage. The focus was
to address short-time issues and discuss economic arenas which could help stabilize the
economy immediately.

13. Coordination of Festival of Fins Results in Outstanding Public Arts Project

My office facilitated the permitting process for the Festival of Fins, the largest public
arts project in the City’s history, which was developed by the Young Leadership Council with
key support from the Arts Council of New Orleans.  This program, patterned after Chicago’s 
“Cows On Parade” Exhibit, involved local businesses sponsoring whimsical redfish designed 
and painted by local artists which were then auctioned for the benefit of non-profits. We
also arranged to have two displayed at City Hall, sponsored by the Film and Music
Commissions, which were auctioned for the benefit of the Jazz Camp and designed by YA-
YA artists.

14. Increased Minority Presence in Local Film and Video Industry

A major effort of our office has been to reach out to minorities and encourage their
participation in the film and video industries. We have also worked to identify minority
service providers to the industry. During our tenure, the number of minorities pursuing film
and video careers has increased within our marketplace. Also, a number of casting and
production companies headed by minorities have been established. Most noted is Elite
Casting and Talent, as well as Diamond Street Productions, which have national ties but are
based out of New Orleans.

15. New Orleans Film and Video Festival Enhanced

We have offered greater support, not only financially, to the annual film festival, but
attempted to positively impact the Festival program. This includes establishing a cash
awards initiative for top local winners and encouraging the Festival to showcase music



videos as shorts, produced locally, as well as student films. We have also co-hosted
premieres, such as “Eve’s Bayou” and Tim Reid’s “Once Upon a Time ... When We Were 
Colored” to encourage minority and local attendance.
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One of the initiatives undertaken to enhance the Film Festival was the development
of the Mayor’s Film and Video Awards program which was designed as a kick-off to festival
activities. It was also developed to recognize industry professionals who have contributed to the
overall growth of the New Orleans production community.

The Mayor’s Film and Video Award has been presented to producer-director Taylor
Hackford, actress Cicely Tyson and the executive production team of the USA Network television
series, “The Big Easy.”  The New Orleans REEL Leader Award has been presented to local producer
Albert  Salzer and producer Blue Andre’.   These were  well-received and garnered positive attention
from the industry.

16. MTV Live Mardi Gras Program Gives New Orleans Major Programming Block

In 2002, MTV launched a “Mardi Gras Live” program which involved a three-hour
block of shows from New Orleans accented by performances on a stage at Jackson Square.
While there were a few objections to having the program staged there, MTV overwhelmingly
worked with City officials and the residents to mitigate their presence–even reducing the
proposed size of the set and delaying construction–to accommodate our special requests
and Super Bowl restrictions.  Additionally, most of MTV’s activities took place between 9
a.m. and 7 p.m. over two days (one for rehearsal and one for taping the broadcast). Should
the ratings be successful, MTV may visit New Orleans each year providing us with a
showcase of our community to more than 40 countries and millions of people. The show
also is being replayed in heavy rotation on the network.

17. Successful Outreach to Commercial and Music Video Market Generates Production Work

We have always courted the music video and commercial markets. However, when
Canada became the capital of the television movie and mini-series because of its tax
incentive program, we aggressively reached out to commercials and music videos to
augment our market. This was also hastened by the fact that our local hip hop artists have
been leading the music charts and we have worked with them to ensure that they feel New
Orleans is a great place to shoot their videos. Therefore, we were able to weather some of
the slower periods through music video production. We have also been able to garner some
acclaimed national commercials which has sparked renewed interest in our community as a
commercial backdrop. Several of these commercials –such as the Volkswagen/French
Quarter spot and the Buick/St. Peter Street spot –have garnered awards and received
industry acclaim.

18. Production Incentive Program Encourages Film and Video Production

Another method employed to be more competitive with the tax incentives of North America



was to develop a production incentive program, with Mayor Marc H. Morial’s approval, that allows us 
to reduce or waive municipal fees for productions. This allows us to structure our proposal as a
location to a producer’s needs and has successfully allowed us to make inroads in the independent 
feature market, as well as interest series in shooting on location.
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For example, because of this production package we were able to have three films shot back-
to-back by Crescent City Pictures; serve as the primary location for Nicholas Cage’s directorial debut 
“Sonny;” help Diamond Street Productions establish a facility in New Orleans; attract MTV’s “Real 
World” and many other projects. 

19. Relationships with Production Companies/Studios Keep New Orleans Active and Build Allies

We have developed outstanding relationships with studios and production
companies through the years which have encouraged repeat and referred business, while
building a solid industry reputation for New Orleans on both the West and East coats.

20. National Association of Television Program Executives Wrap Party Tremendous Success

We coordinated in 1999 the first Wrap Party for NATPE which was designed to
interest delegates in staying through the whole convention. This very successful effort
allowed us to showcase more than 20 local restaurants and welcome television’s elite in fine 
style to our community. Local talent was showcased with national hosts, every attendee
received a special gift and it was a very successful collaborative effort with an organization
which has extended into a continued positive relationship with our office and City.

21. Major Conference/Advertising Presence and Consultation Opens New Doors of Opportunity

We have always aggressively marketed to film and television industries, as well as
the cable market –placing the same amount of value on all. Therefore, we have taken
advantage of major conferences, advertising and partnership/sponsorship opportunities in
order to develop a “presence” in the industry.

We have undertaken major booth showcases at the National Association of
Television Program Executive Conventions, the National Cable Television Association
Conventions, MIDEM; Locations Expo with other state agencies; the Independent Feature
Project; and others. We have advertised in commercial, television, and film publications, as
well as international directories, the Hollywood Blu-Book and the Creative Directories.

We have undertaken well-placed advertising efforts, maximizing our exposure by paying
close attention to professional directory and bonus distribution issues of major trade publications.
This includes joint ads, in some instances, with the Louisiana Office of Film and Video. This also
communicates New Orleans’ approach to entertainment as a business.

Our booth presence, with the support of the Music Commission, has showcased the



culture of New Orleans with themes involving jazz, Mardi Gras, the Mardi Gras Indians, and
New Orleans cuisine. We have also featured live performance and incorporated brass
bands in the opening ceremonies of major trade shows in New Orleans.
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Additionally, we have provided on-going consultation to production professionals and
businesses. We have provided internships, including allowing our office interns to work on
sets whenever possible, and career choice and development consultation. Indirectly we feel
this has positively affected the growth of our free-lance marketplace.

All of these efforts result in new interest in New Orleans as a location, talent pool,
employee pool and site for production company investment.

22. Streamlined and Enhanced City’s Mechanism of Providing Logistical Support

Streamlined, yet expanded, the city’s mechanism of providing logistical support -- developing
a “standard” which facilitates the permitting process with impressive turn-around time. This process
has been applied with success to other special events our office has undertaken or coordinated. It has
also been emulated by other departments attempting to accommodate large-scale events.
Other cities have contacted us regarding how we facilitate filming and respond to community
concerns. Producers who have worked in New Orleans praise our process and applaud
the accessibility of our two-person staff.

23. Developed Marketing Videos Showcasing Requested Locations and Highlighting Sought
After Areas of the City

Developed marketing videos showcasing the most sought after areas of our City which
enable us to provide producers overnight with images of New Orleans. This Video Response Program
is an effective selling tool and helps augment our still photograph file. It also allows us to tailor our
response to specific script requirements.

24. Student Production Program Opens Doors for At-Risk Youth

We produced a successful summer New Orleans Film and Video Commission/Total
Community Action Student Production Program which were it not for budget constraints, would have
become an annual training program. Through this project, at risk youth–identified by TCA and all
aged 14-18–spent four weeks learning to write, shoot, edit and narrate a short-form documentary on
the Louis “Satchmo” Armstrong Summer Jazz Camp. Professionals in the industry provided hands-on
instruction and technical assistance. The finished eight-minute product, “The Essence of Jazz,” was 
premiered at Planet Hollywood for the youngsters and their parents. It was also shown at the Ninth
Annual New Orleans Film and Video Festival. Out of the 10 youngsters participating, six indicated
that they would pursue Communications careers and many keep in touch.
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25. Increased Marketing Efforts Position New Orleans in Entertainment Industry

Our production directory has evolved into a four-color edition that since 1996, has
been available on the web. This book, considered an invaluable resource, outlines the process of
shooting; provides information about our city; and lists crew and service professionals. It is
distributed to anyone inquiring about shooting in the New Orleans area and is direct mailed to
decision-makers. We have also began to explore recently having listings updated on the web.
We have faced the difficulty of keeping the cost low and keeping it a four-color, detailed
book. However, by going biannually and incorporating the web, we are addressing this
issue. The book has grown from 112 pages and 408 listings in 1995 to 192 pages and more than
1,200 listings.

We have also successfully developed promotional campaigns which have reached out to
industry decision-makers in attractive memorable ways to communicate the diversity of locations
in our city, as well as our ability to serve as appropriate backdrops for story lines set in other cities.
This theme of “doubling” as other cities has become a  key design element of our  directory and 
advertisement efforts.

Because of the success of the Commission, we have heightened awareness by the industry.
We have sought to capitalize on that attention by continuing to develop marketing materials, brochures
and other effective promotional materials.


